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Abstract
Computable phenotypes (CPs) are an increasingly important structured and reproducible method of
using electronic health record data to classify people. CPs have the potential to provide important benefits
to health information management (HIM) professionals in their everyday work. A CP is a precise
algorithm, including inclusion and exclusion criteria, that can be used to identify a cohort of patients with
a specific set of observable and measurable traits. With the use of CPs, a series of technical steps can be
taken to automatically identify people with specific traits, such as people with a particular disease or
condition. CPs were first used outside of the HIM domain for clinical trials and network-based research.
Because CPs are becoming more easily shareable, they have the potential to be used by HIM
professionals to help improve coding, reporting, management, sharing, and reuse of clinical information.
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Introduction
Health information management (HIM) professionals are stewards of health information. They have
expertise in the use of information from electronic health records (EHRs) to meet business objectives and
to solve problems for clinicians, caregivers, patients, and families. As different methods of using patient
data from EHRs arise, HIM professionals strive to understand and support them. Here, we discuss the use
of a type of specification incorporating EHR data called a computable phenotype (CP). A CP is a precise,
shareable, reproducible, and documented method for using EHR data to categorize people for a variety of
purposes. CPs are currently being used in biomedical research. Because CPs specify how to identify
cohorts of individuals using EHR data, they can be useful in the work of HIM professionals.
To better explain CPs, we begin by defining what a phenotype is, and then we discuss the definition
of the term computable phenotype. According to the glossary at genome.gov, a phenotype is a composite
of an individual person’s “observable traits, such as their height, eye color, and blood type.”1 The prefix
pheno- means “showing.” A phenotype is something that can be observed. The suffix -type suggests a
typology, or classification scheme. Hence, a phenotype is a way of classifying organisms, including
people, based on characteristics they have that are observable and measurable.
Building on the definition of phenotype above, the term computable phenotype refers to a shareable
and reproducible algorithm precisely defining a condition, disease, complex patient characteristic, or
clinical event using only data processed by a computer, principally EHR data.2 As a shareable and
reproducible algorithm, a CP is a tool that can be used to identify patient cohorts with a specific medical
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condition of interest associated with a specific set of observable and measurable traits. Further, because
they are shareable and provide formal specifications of diseases and events, CPs can serve as standards,
allowing patient cohorts to be compared and combined more easily than they are today.
Although this definition of a CP is a good start, the definition is not fully settled. Robinson asserts
that a CP is a standardized method for capturing phenotypic manifestations of disease.3 Richesson et al.
suggest that CPs are intended to be based solely on data that can be processed by a computer, that is, EHR
data.4 For our purpose here, we will consider CPs to be formally specified, written algorithms that detail a
list of EHR data and serve to define inclusion and exclusion criteria for a specific disease cohort.
We believe that CPs are growing in importance beyond their original use to establish patient cohorts
for clinical trials with EHR data. We anticipate that HIM professionals will soon be likely to encounter
CPs in their work because CPs can also be used to determine treatment eligibility and to assess the quality
of record coding, among other possible clinical, research, public health, and business uses.

A Look at Computable Phenotypes in General
To further explain CPs and how they are used, we outline a three-step process for generating patient
cohorts using a CP. On the basis of a literature review5–9 and our experience using CPs to inform EHR
data queries for research,10–13 we have developed a process diagram to show how CPs have generally been
used to classify patients (see Figure 1).
The process described in Figure 1 begins on the far left with a CP, or an algorithm that precisely
describes a condition, a disease, or a set of traits. Like all CPs, this CP provides a standard algorithm for
including and excluding individuals in a cohort based on criteria documented in EHR records.
To implement a CP locally, the user must transform the CP algorithm into a database query. The
query is created by mapping the inclusion and exclusion criteria documented in the CP to a defined set of
data elements and logical expressions that are specific to the EHR system, clinical data repository, or
other data source being used.14 This query is then run against the source database to generate a patient
cohort representing those individuals that meet the CP algorithm. Because different source databases have
different schemas, CPs cannot include actual database queries. Instead, the role of the CP is to provide a
standard algorithm, with inclusion and exclusion criteria, so that HIM professionals, database
administrators, clinicians, and others can construct similar database queries that fit their own source
databases.
Hence, as a specified algorithm, the CP accurately, but only generally, communicates a set of
standard inclusion and exclusion criteria. Its criteria define a condition or cohort so that the results of
local database queries are directly comparable across time and place. For this reason, CPs are particularly
helpful for research.
Because source databases typically include many tables of data, queries that correspond to CPs often
involve complex “join” functions that combine data from many tables in a source database according to
the criteria included in a CP. The complexity of this work increases further when data from multiple
sources are queried. In such cases, patient data must first be merged from the various sources with the use
of unique patient identifiers. Such unique identifiers have been described in the HIM literature
previously.15 This paper reports on work that has taken place over the past several years to develop and
share CPs in ways that support improved standardization of patient cohort development and clinical event
definitions across diverse sites for a variety of purposes.

Types of Data for Which CPs Can Be Used
Within source databases, which contain data extracted from EHRs, several types of data are
particularly well suited for identification with CPs. These types of data include vital signs, prescribed
medications, coded diagnoses and procedures, and clinical notes. They may also include International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes and Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes. What makes
CPs different from the locally developed queries that HIM professionals currently use is that CPs have the
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potential to be widely reproduced and to be shared as standards that formally specify patient cohorts and
clinical events.
Laboratory data are often used in CPs. For instance, to select a cohort and generate a list of patients
with Type 1 diabetes and not Type 2 diabetes, the results of blood tests may be included in the CP to
improve the accuracy of its criteria for Type 1 diabetes.
When medication data are used in a CP, sometimes pharmacy dispensing data can be helpful to infer
whether a prescribed medication is actually being taken by a patient.
Data from patient surveys and screening questionnaires may also be included in CPs. For example,
the American Diabetes Association recommends screening youth who have difficulty achieving treatment
goals about their mental health, including screening for depression and coping skills.16 Providers collect
these screening data. Once these data are stored in EHR databases, they become observable and
measurable traits that can be included in CPs and queried to identify patient cohorts and classify
individual patients.
Finally, organizational and provider-specific information are additional types of EHR data that can be
used to identify and classify patients.17, 18 These types of data help to distinguish patients by medical
services received19 and by the characteristics of the providers who provide the medical services.20

Common Uses of CPs
CPs have traditionally been used in domains outside of HIM. In clinical research, especially,
investigators regularly use CPs to identify a specific population, or cohort, of patients they wish to study.
With the use of CPs, cohorts are selected systematically according to a specified set of criteria that can be
checked using EHR data.
The effectiveness of using CPs for cohort identification in research is facilitated by the widespread
sharing and dissemination of CPs. Sharing CPs can accelerate their refinement and validation by multiple
healthcare organizations. The Phenotype KnowledgeBase, or PheKB, is an online collaborative
environment that provides tools for editing and improving CPs, as well as a place for storing and sharing
them publicly.21, 22
CPs have become increasingly relevant in this era of network-based clinical research. An example of
network-based research is the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) national network,
which is organized and funded by the National Human Genome Research Institute. The eMERGE
network brings together data from multiple institutions, combining genetic research with EHR data to
support research on the genetic determinants of disease. A significant aspect of the eMERGE network
includes developing CPs for multiple genetic diseases, including cancer, epilepsy, chronic kidney disease,
and hearing loss.23, 24
CPs are also used by a national research network called PCORnet. Funded in 2014 by the Patient
Centered Outcomes Research Institute, PCORnet comprises 13 smaller regional Clinical Data Research
Networks, 20 disease-specific People-Powered Research Networks, and two Health Plan Research
Networks.25 At the national level, PCORnet has developed CPs to identify clinical obesity and other
medical conditions. PCORnet members must demonstrate their ability to use common CPs for networkwide cohort identification in support of patient-centered research.26

Two Examples of CPs
Sickle Cell Disease
To provide an example of an actual CP, here we describe a CP for the identification of patients with
sickle cell disease. To develop this CP, Michalik et al. conducted a retrospective study using EHR data
from the Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin.27
The sickle cell disease CP has just two criteria:
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1. ICD-9 diagnosis codes for sickle cell disease or “other sickle cell disease” in the patient’s EHR
medical problem or diagnosis lists; and
2. a documented history of two outpatient visits, at least 30 days apart, or one hospitalization,
related to sickle cell disease.
The researchers ran queries using the sickle cell disease CP against their institutional research data
warehouse, which contains EHR data, to generate a qualifying list of patients. The resulting list of
patients demonstrated a 99.4 percent positive predictive value (PPV) for confirmed sickle cell disease,
indicating that the CP is very accurate for the identification of this population.28
To further validate these results, the researchers asked a neighboring health system to also run the
sickle cell disease CP. In this second validation, 415 of 433 patients were confirmed to meet the inclusion
criteria, resulting in a PPV of 95.8 percent. This relatively high PPV, in combination with the first PPV,
signaled that the sickle cell disease CP could be more widely adopted and used to identify patients with
sickle cell disease.29 Its developers subsequently made the sickle cell disease CP available to others by
depositing it in the online PheKB database.30

Peripheral Arterial Disease
An example of a more complex CP is one developed by the Mayo Clinic to identify patients with
peripheral arterial disease (PAD).31 The PAD CP consists of five complex criteria, each involving a
variety of data domains. The first criterion is definitive for identifying a patient with PAD. At least two of
the second through fifth criteria can also establish a definitive case of PAD. The five criteria that
constitute the PAD CP are as follows:
1. Ankle brachial index below 0.9 OR ankle systolic blood pressure greater than 255 mmHg as a
result of nonatherosclerotic causes of PAD.
2. A diagnosis code for PAD from one of three ICD-9 code families is found in the EHR.
3. One of these three subcriteria:
a. One of the ICD-9-CM/CPT-4 codes for lower extremity artery angiography plus one
concurrent code for noncoronary vessel stents.
b. One of the ICD-9-CM/CPT-4 codes for lower extremity artery surgical and
percutaneous vascular interventions excluding the cases when one of the codes for
alternate reasons for this surgery are present.
c. One of the ICD-9-CM/CPT-4 codes for lower extremity amputation excluding the
cases when one of the codes for nonvascular amputation is also present.
4. One of these two subcriteria:
a. A lower extremity arteries phrase is found through natural language processing
(NLP).
b. An occlusive arterial disease phrase is found through NLP.
5. One of two medications for claudication are prescribed and in use by the individual.
This PAD CP is being used in a research project to identify patients with PAD.

How and Why CPs Are Relevant in HIM
CPs may be relevant for HIM professionals for several reasons. The first reason is the most obvious.
As the use of CPs shifts from clinical research into treatment, payment, and operations, HIM
professionals will likely be asked to work with CPs to standardize their everyday efforts. Because CPs
provide common and precise definitions of diseases, CPs could become part of the general tool kit that all
HIM professionals use for coding, reporting, managing, and sharing clinical information.
In addition, for the purpose of improving coding quality, CPs have the potential to automate
comparisons between what is coded and what the CPs would suggest could be coded. By automatically
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applying CPs, software applications can become capable of highlighting gaps between what is
documented, what is coded, and the precise definition of a disease or condition in a CP. The use of tools
such as CPs to help standardize and thereby potentially improve the quality of coding has obvious
financial implications.
We anticipate that CPs are likely to be shared by many organizations in the future. If this sharing
occurs and CPs begin to form a standard set of specifications for patient cohorts and clinical events, then
we would expect HIM professionals to have new opportunities to help define CPs and to collaborate with
database and information technology experts to implement and test CPs in HIM practice. This work could
result in significant efficiency gains if CPs can be developed once and used multiple times by many
organizations.
Furthermore, in an age of genomics, disease classification is expected to continue to become more
complex.32–35 Hence, CPs may eventually play a role by directly guiding the coding process as more
diseases come to have clinically relevant genetic variants identified.
CPs are also relevant for HIM record searching and sampling procedures. CPs can be used to discover
and sample records to identify precise populations of individuals who meet the criteria expressed in a CP.
Finally, CPs can support the HIM professional goal of minimum necessary data sharing. With the use
of CPs, it becomes possible to precisely explain why an individual’s documented observations either
include or exclude the individual as a person with a specific disease. For this reason, CPs offer predefined
and limited data that may often be the minimum necessary data to share for the purpose of documenting
or evaluating a specific condition.

Conclusion
CPs are standardized, shareable, and reproducible algorithms that precisely define a condition or
disease. They can be used to guide the development of database queries that result in cohorts of patients
who either do or do not exhibit certain observable and measurable traits. Although CPs have typically
been used to support research using EHR data, they are likely to become tools that HIM professionals will
use in their everyday work. HIM professionals now have the opportunity to begin evaluating how CPs can
support record coding, record sampling, appropriate EHR data sharing, and other aspects of their
professional work. Expansion of the use of CPs could further advance the field of HIM and increase the
value of EHR data in many aspects of treatment, payment, and operations as well as medical/clinical
research.
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Figure 1
Using Computable Phenotypes to Generate Patient Lists
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